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Abstract

We demonstrate by mathematical analysis and systematic computer simulations that redistribution can lead to sustainable
growth in a society. In accordance with economic models of risky human capital, we assume that dynamics of human
capital is modeled as a multiplicative stochastic process which, in the long run, leads to the destruction of individual human
capital. When agents are linked by fully redistributive taxation the situation might turn to individual growth in the long run.
We consider that a government collects a proportion of income and reduces it by a fraction as costs for administration
(efficiency losses). The remaining public good is equally redistributed to all agents. Sustainable growth is induced by
redistribution despite the losses from the random growth process and despite administrative costs. Growth results from a
portfolio effect. The findings are verified for three different tax schemes: proportional tax, taking proportionally more from
the rich, and proportionally more from the poor. We discuss which of these tax schemes performs better with respect to
maximize growth under a fixed rate of administrative costs, and the governmental income. This leads us to general
conclusions about governmental decisions, the relation to public good games with free riding, and the function of taxation
in a risk-taking society.
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Introduction

This paper shows how redistribution of income spurs growth of

human capital in a society just because of a portfolio effect. Our

model captures the concept of ‘‘risky human capital’’ from recent

economic literature [1], where human capital is described by a

multiplicative stochastic process which, in the long run, leads to

the destruction of individual human capital. We model the

random growth or decline of human capital as proportional to the

individual endowment of income. We couple agents by fully

redistributive taxation [2] (that means collected taxes are equally

redistributed) which is associated with efficiency losses [3].

Redistribution re-balances gains and losses from individuals and

works as a portfolio effect which spurs growth into the individually

lossy stochastic processes.

Economic literature does not explicitly point out the portfolio

effect through redistribution in the relationship between inequality

and growth of human capital. So far, in the politico-economic

literature, three basic reasons are discussed of why redistribution is

beneficial for society. The first branch of literature stresses the

insurance aspect through redistribution [4]. Mirrlees highlights

that from a welfare-maximizing point of view, the level of

redistribution should be at a level on which the poor do not suffer

and both the poor and the rich have an incentive to improve their

situation [4]. Mirrlees motivates the insurance aspect with fairness

considerations. Therefore, this literature is also partly linked to the

literature about social preferences [5,6]. In a series of experiments,

it is shown that subjects have a preference for avoiding high

degrees of inequality even if they have to resign payoff. More

recently, the literature of socio-political unrest [7,8] points out that

redistribution guarantees social stability and reduces the effort the

society has to make when inequality is high.

In the second branch, redistribution reduces the disincentive for

the poor for taking too high risks [9]. Redistribution increases the

endowment of the poor. The poor reduce the demand for loans

and invest more efficient which means that they take less risk. The

efficiency in the economy is improved, growth will be higher.

Redistribution spurs growth because of decreased disincentives in

society.

The third branch describes the transmission channel of the

median-voter-approach between inequality and growth [3]. The

utility maximizing calculus of the median-voter determines the

level of redistribution. The median voter proposes the median

level of redistribution. This level is unbeatable in pairwise majority

decisions. If the inequality is high, the median-voter enforces a

high level of redistribution. Redistribution is assumed to induce

efficiency losses, as in our model. High levels of inequality are

associated with high efficiency losses and therefore low growth

rates. For instance in Ref. [10] it is shown that high degrees of

inequality are not associated with high levels of social spending.
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This motivated the modification and extension of this approach by

the consideration of institutions [11] and elites [12].

In contrast to above mentioned work on the relationship

between inequality and growth, we argue that neither socio-

political nor incentive considerations have to be taken into account

to show that redistribution spurs growth. Our model excludes

incentive-incompatibilities, voting-approaches and normative con-

cepts like insurance or fairness considerations, to point out the

effectiveness of the pure portfolio effect through redistribution.

As we will see, the effect of combining lossy proportional

stochastic growth and linear lossy redistribution is non-trivial as

both processes lead to destruction of human capital when they run

independently, while their combination can enable survival. This

‘‘magic’’ effect of induction of growth from two lossy processes is

based on the portfolio effect known from investment science [13]:

Gains and losses are re-balanced by redistributing income into

human capital ‘‘assets’’, which ensures optimal growth of the

portfolio. The effect has been discussed before under different

names, such as repeated Kelly games, Kelly optimal portfolio, and

re-balancing of asset allocations, and seems to be rediscovered

from time to time in a new context [14–22]. It’s applicability in

various fields has been laid out by Yaari, Stauffer and Solomon

[23]. We will call the phenomenon portfolio re-balancing effect in the

following. This interprets each subject with its human capital

endowment as an asset and the society as the portfolio. Asset

values change stochastically, and taxation and redistribution of

income re-balance the values of the different assets.

A branch of the econophysics literature has studied extensively,

using methods from statistical mechanics, agent-based models of

wealth distributions in conservative, or steady-state, economies

with random exchanges of wealth among agents similar to the

random exchanges of kinetic energy among gas molecules [24–

27]; a comprehensive reference list is given in a review article by

Yakovenko and Rosser [28]. The topic of taxation and redistri-

bution has been introduced in these models [29]. Regarding this

stream of literature, we focus on the growth enhancing effect of

redistribution neglecting conservation of money.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the role of the portfolio

re-balancing effect of fully redistributive taxation for the growth of

society’s human capital. By systematic computer simulation we

quantify conditions of the stochastic growth process, and the

taxation schemes that prevent the destruction of the accumulated

human capital of the society. Further on, we quantify optimal tax

rates which maximize growth of society’s human capital, and how

a selfish government optimizes its income.

Methods

We describe our method by the following steps:

N Specification of the outlined economic model on the

endogenous variables human capital h and income y in terms

of a straightforward transition of human capital to income,

redistribution of income between agents and independent

random multiplicative production of human capital propor-

tional to income. Exogenous variables are: tax rate a, rate of

administrative cost b, taxation scheme, the distribution of

random growth factors, and the number of agents N.

N Theoretical demonstration what conditions are most interest-

ing for studying the effect of portfolio re-balancing on growth.

N Theoretical demonstration of dynamics at border cases.

N Presentation of some example runs of the process.

N Description of the setup of a systematic simulation the

extraction of the average growth factor from simulation data.

Specification of the Economic Model
Let us consider a society of N agents, each of which is

characterized at time t by its human capital hi(t) which is a positive

scalar value. Consequently, h(t)[RN is the human capital vector of all

hi(t). Let us denote the total human capital at time t by

H(t)~
PN

i~1 hi(t).

The production process is: human capital is used to produce

income yi income is taxed and fully redistributed, and income is

directly invested in human capital. This is formalized by the

equations:

yi(t)~prodi(hi(t)), ð1Þ

yi(tz1)~redisi(y(t)), ð2Þ

hi(tz1)~HCprodi(yi(tz1)): ð3Þ

Notice that prodi and HCprodi are functions operating on

individual values, while redisi is scalar-valued and takes the whole

income vector as input. These scalar-valued functions serve as

component functions for the vector-valued functions prod,

HCprod, and redis which are self-maps on RN .

Given an initial human capital vector h(0) the evolution of human

capital in the system of individuals is described by the equation.

Figure 1. Demonstration of the redistribution function. Propor-
tional tax, regressive tax and progressive tax functions. Six agents with
income y~½100,300,600,1000,1500,2100�. All tax functions are such that
a~1=3 of the total income (~5600) is taxed, the administrative cost is
set to 25% (b~0:25). In numbers: pg(y)~1400, which implies

cfee~366
2

3
and cmax~911

1

9
.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054904.g001
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h(tz1)~HCprod(redis(prod(h(t)))): ð4Þ

Consequently, the evolution of income is given by.

y(tz1)~redis(prod(HCprod(y(t)))): ð5Þ

We call Y (t)~
PN

i~1 yi(t) the total income. Growth (positive or

negative) of this aggregated variable is analyzed in the following.

The total income evolves as the evolution of the total human

capital H(t) because of Eq. (3).

Production of income and human capital. We assume

that production is directly transfered into income

yi~prodi(hi)~hi, ð6Þ

which means that the wage is equal to one. The production of

human capital is assumed to be based on an individual

multiplicative stochastic event

hi~HCprodi(yi)~gi(t)yi ð7Þ

where gi(t) is a realization of the positive random variable g. If

agent i at time t has income yi(t) then after producing its human

capital is gi(t)yi(t). When gi(t)v1 human capital declines,

otherwise it grows. Thus, we assume that human capital for the

next round of production is built from current income times a

random factor. This can be interpreted as a generation model

where each generation lives for one period and invests its income

Figure 2. Example trajectories for tax schemes and exemplary modifications in subfigures. Trajectories computed with the same
realizations of the random variables gi(t) and iteration of Eq. (5). Black lines show limiting cases: lower line shows ‘‘no tax’’
Y (t)~N(SgTgeo)t~10:(0:667)t; upper line shows ‘‘full tax and infinite number of agents’’ Y (t)~N((1{ab)SgT)~10:(1:41)t.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054904.g002
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in the human capital of its successor. In an innovative economy

the value of old human capital quickly dissolves and new human

capital must constantly be produced by investing income. Thus,

the human capital production function is also reasonable on

shorter time scales then generations.

Without subscript i, prod and g(t) are meant as vectors. Thus,

growth dynamics of human capital vectors h reads

HCprod(y)~g(t)y. The product g(t)y is meant component-wise,

g(t) being an equally sized vector of independent realizations of g.

Our production function has only the input factor human

capital and is therefore simplified. The simplification is motivated

by the idea of the human capital intensive production in modern

economies which is in line with endogenous growth theory [30].

For reasons of comparability, we present in the following some

feasible extensions of our model. A standard Cobb-Douglas

production function also includes the input of capital k and labour l

(accompanied by their exponents 0va,bv1 with azb~1).

Moreover, the transfer of income into human capital is

accompanied by consumption c and saving rates s. This would imply

Eq. (6) to look as

yi~prod(hi)~hik
alb ð8Þ

and Eq. (7) to be

hi~HCprod(yi)~gi(t)(1{s)(1{c)yi: ð9Þ

Eq. (5) would read

y(tz1)~redis( gi(t)(1{s)(1{c)yik
alb ): ð10Þ

When s,c,k,l,a,b are all constants the term

gi(t)(1{s)(1{c)kalb is a draw from a random variable from

the distribution as g but scaled by a constant factor

(1{s)(1{c)kalb. Modification of these factors have thus the

same effect as a multiplicative scale in the random variable g. By

holding k constant, we implicitly assume that savings are equal to

depreciation of capital. Our model is thus based on a standard

economic growth model and is simplified to focus on the portfolio re-

balancing effect.

Redistribution. We quantify the redistribution function with

three different taxation schemes: proportional taxation, a progres-

sive scheme where agents have to pay everything above a

dynamically chosen maximal tax-free income, and a regressive

scheme where agents have to pay either a dynamically chosen fee

– like a per capita premium – or all their income if they cannot

afford the full fee. (No worries, agents get back some income

because of the redistribution.) All three schemes we specify by the

same two independent parameters: the tax rate a, which determines

the fraction withdrawn from the total income of all agents, and the

rate of administrative cost b, which determines the fraction withdrawn

by the government from the raised taxes before redistribution to

agents.

Let us call the amount of taxes collected from agent i to be

taxi(y). Notice, that it depends on the vector of income. This

enables us to define dynamically adjusted taxation schemes which

take the distribution of income into account. Naturally, taxi(y)
should be confined between zero (no tax) and yi (tax equals

income).

The tax revenue is collected by a government at a central place,

which involves administrative costs (efficiency losses cf. [3]), which

are assumed to be proportional to the amount of taxes raised, i.e.

b[½0,1� denotes the rate of administrative cost. Consequently, the public

good for redistribution is the raised taxes minus the cost:

pg(y)~(1{b)
XN

i~1

taxi(y), ð11Þ

while the government income is

gi(y)~b
XN

i~1

taxi(y): ð12Þ

Because of a fully redistributive tax, pg(y) is divided with equal

shares among all agents, i.e. for every agent income increases by

an amount pg(y)=N. Other mechanisms of redistribution in a

related model are analyzed in Ref. [29]. The redistribution

function (net income) for agent i is thus

redisi(y)~yi{taxi(y)z
pg(y)

N
: ð13Þ

Depending on the position within society, an agent could be a

net tax payer or a net transfer recipient. We specify the tax

function taxi(y) with respect to the tax rate a[½0,1� such that it

holds

X

i

taxi(y)~a
X

i

yi~aY : ð14Þ

We distinguish three schemes of taxation which differ in from

whom the fraction a of the total income is raised: (i) proportionally

from everyone, (ii) more than proportionally from the poor

(regressive), or (iii) more than proportionally from the rich

(progressive). In progressive and regressive taxation schemes tax

rates differ in given income brackets. We consider extremal cases

to pronounce differences.

Table 1. Simulation setup.

independent variable range size of range

tax rate a 0, . . .z0:02 ,1 51

admin rate b 0, . . .z0:02 ,0:8 41

taxation scheme regressive, proportional,
progressive

3

(SgT,SgTgeo)
riskiness

(1:25,0:8)
less risky

,(1:5,0:667)
intermediate

,(3,0:333)
more risky 3

number of agents N 10, 100 2

tmax 500 1

Numbers of parameter values multiply to 37,638 combinations. 100 simulation
runs with hi(0)~1 were computed for each. Consequently, the growth factor g
was estimated regressing log (g) in log Y (t)~ log Nzt: log (g) (notice the
intercept is naturally fixed at log N). For these 3,763,800 values of g the
geometric mean was computed for each combination over all 100 runs giving
37,638 average growth factors as the basis for Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054904.t001
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(i) Proportional tax is the classical taxation scheme where each

agent has to pay a fraction a of its individual income

taxi(y)~ayi: ð15Þ

(ii) Regressive tax charges a fixed fee cfee(y)w0 from everyone if

possible, otherwise all income is charged.

taxi(y)~ minfxi,cfee(y)g ð16Þ

In the latter case, the agent still receives its proportion from the

public good, so it will not be without income after redistribution.

The fee has to be such that Eq. (14) is fulfilled for the current

income vector. (It is easy to see that this is possible and unique.).

(iii) Progressive tax charges all income exceeding a threshold of tax

free income cmax(y)w0 from everyone. Every agent with

income below cmax(y)w0 pays no taxes.

taxi(y)~ maxfyi{cmax(y),0g ð17Þ

The threshold has to be determined such that Eq. (14) is met. (It is

easy to see that this is possible and unique.) Notice, that the

Figure 3. Zones of growth and destruction. Based on the average growth factor g(b,a) for N~10, SgT~1:5, and SgTgeo~0:667 (cf. Figure 2). A
g(b,a) in the (b,a)-plane color-coded as specified in color bar for all three taxation schemes. Solid lines divide zones of income growth from income
destruction. Dashed lines are optimal tax rates for given admin rate aopt(b). Above the dotted line income destruction must happen. B Lines of A in
one plot for comparison. Colors indicate tax schemes. Linestyles as above.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054904.g003
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income of an agent who has to pay taxes is larger than cmax(y)
after redistribution because of its share from the public good.

The three schemes are comparable in that the total amount of

raised taxes is always a fraction a of the total income, regardless of

the shape of the distribution of income. Thus, they all deliver a

public good of pg(y)~(1{b)aY . Note, that in the related model

of Ref. [29] taxes are raised when agents trade and not every time

period from every one.

The regressive and the progressive tax assign different tax rates

in two different tax brackets ½0,c(y)� and ½c(y),?�. The regressive

tax scheme (where c~cfee) taxes 100% in the lower tax bracket

and 0% in the upper. The progressive tax scheme (where c~cmax)

taxes 100% in the upper tax bracket and 0% in the lower. Figure 1

demonstrates an example with six agents of different income. It is

shown what will be charged from each agent and how income

looks after redistribution for each of the three schemes.

Note, that the dynamic fee cfee(y) and the dynamic maximum

cmax(y) are implicitly defined, to meet the condition of Eq. (14). In

realistic taxation systems, it might seem impractical to determine

the fee and the maximum after the current income of all agents is

known. In reality, one would only adjust thresholds for the next

turn. We omitted that modification to prevent delay effects.

Probably, this modification would cause only minor changes.

On the Distribution of Random Human Capital Growth
Factors

Analysis of human capital production without redistribution

(a~0 in Eq. (2)) does not involve interaction. Therefore, it is

enough to focus on a single agent and Eq. (5) collapses to

y(tz1)~g(t)y(t). Let g have finite variance. With y(0)~1 it holds

y(tz1)~g(t)y(t)~g(t)g(t{1) � � � g(1)g(0)~ P
t

s~0
g(s): ð18Þ

This resembles the human capital life cycle model [1] where

human capital ht at time t is determined as the result of a stochastic

process ht~st{1 � � � s1hi where i is the initial investment in

human capital, h is a stochastic shock to the human capital

investment and ss are stochastic human capital depreciation

shocks.

Eq. (18) is equivalent to

log y(tz1)~ log g(t)z log y(t)~
Xt

s~0

log g(s): ð19Þ

The central limit theorem applied to Eq. (19) implies that the

distribution of the random variable log y(t) gets closer and closer

to a normal distribution N (mt,st) with mean and variance

parameters

mt~tmlog g ; s2
t ~ts2

log g ð20Þ

with mlog g~Slog gT and s2
log g~S( log g)2T{Slog gT2. Conse-

quently, for t?? the distribution of y(t) approaches the log-

normal distribution log {N (tmlog g,
ffiffi
t
p

slog g). Based on that fact,

we chose the log-normal distribution with its two characterizing

parameters as the distribution of g in our simulation setup.

The expected value of income might grow, while every

individual trajectory of y(t) dies out. The condition for this

seemingly contradictory situation is

mlog gv0v log mg ð21Þ

which is equivalent to SgTgeo~ exp mlog gv1vmg~SgT i.e. the

arithmetic mean of g being larger than one, while its geometric

mean is less than one. Elementary explanations of this effect are

given in Refs. [13,22,31]. It can be shown that for long enough

time span any single trajectory grows only with the geometric

mean SgTgeo. For log-normal distributions of g the two inequalities

in Eq. (21) are equivalent to mlog g being negative while s2
log g is

sufficiently large s2
log gw{2mlog g.

This situation forms the basis for the effect of growth which is

induced by coupling lossy multiplicative stochastic growth with

lossy redistribution in a finite population. Redistribution helps the

system to realize a growth rate somewhere in between the

geometric and the arithmetic mean of g.

Figure 4. Optimal tax rate, maximal growth rate and maximal
income of government. A Optimal tax rate aopt(b), B maximum
achievable growth rate gmax(b), C governmental income rate under
optimal tax rate govopttax(b) for different tax schemes: proportional tax
(blue), regressive tax (green), progressive tax (red). Stars indicate the
location of the maximum of govopttax in all plots. The dashed line is to
show that under the maximal govopttax proportional taxation gives the
largest growth factor. Parameters as in 3.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054904.g004
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To reduce the number of independent parameters in simula-

tion, we choose log-normal distributions where SgT:SgTgeo~1
holds. Under this condition, the two parameters of the log-normal

distribution m and s (mean and standard deviation of the

underlying normal distribution) are represented by one free

parameter which allows for different skewness, but keeps the

balance of the expected value SgT an the realized growth rate

SgTgeo. This condition enables that destruction and growth are

theoretically possible for distributions of this class.

Theoretical Analysis of Border Cases and an Example
We are interested in the average realized growth rate and its

dependence on the independent parameters. For some border

cases we can theoretically derive that average growth is

exponential Y (tz1)~gY (t) and also quantify the magnitude of

the growth rate g.

Case 1. Only redistribution, no stochastic production of

human capital (SgTgeo~1~SgT). For any taxation scheme, and

any N it holds g~(1{ab). Thus, there is never growth of human

capital.

Case 2. Only stochastic production of human capital but no

redistribution (a~0). For any taxation scheme, any b and any N it

holds g~SgTgeo.

Case 3. 100% tax and infinite number of agents (a~1,

N~?). All trajectories act as one, and for any taxation scheme

g~(1{ab)SgT. The growth with the mean can be realized

because in an infinite society no rare but large growth event is

‘‘missing’’.

Based on the last two cases we argue, that for intermediate a and

finite N the average growth rate lies somewhere in between, but we

do not have an analytic expression for it.

Figure 2 gives an example, where we fix SgT~3=2 and

SgTgeo~2=3. This implies log-normal parameters m~{0:405

and s~1:274, which we use as the distribution of intermediate

risk in simulation. Under this distribution income declines with a

probability of 62.5%, it at least doubles with probability 19.4%,

and it will be more than ten times larger with probability 1.7%.

Tax and admin rates are set at intermediate levels a~0:3, b~0:2.

Trajectories are computed according to (5) for a society of N~10
agents, each starting with human capital equal to one. Trajectories

are shown for all three tax schemes. Each trajectory is computed

with the same random draws from the random variables gi(t) for

each i and t, to allow for a direct comparison of the different

taxation schemes.

In Figure 2 progressive taxation (iii) leads to the largest growth

of total income, proportional taxation (i) resulted also in a growing

society while regressive taxation (ii) fluctuates between growth and

decline with no clear trend visible. When there was no

redistribution at all there would be decline (with a growth factor

SgTgeo~0:667). Pure redistribution without production of human

capital would also imply decline (with a growth factor of

1{ab~0:94). The performance ranking progressive better than

proportional better than regressive holds even if we vary the

Figure 5. More agents, less and more risky human capital. Extension of Figure 3A with less and more risky human capital production
functions (in rows) and more agents (in another column).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054904.g005

Redistribution Spurs Growth of Human Capital
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Figure 6. Zones of growth and destruction for more agents, less and more risky human capital. Simulation results analog to Figure 3B
with less and more risky human capital productions functions (in rows) and more agents (in another column). (Some lines as in Figure 7.).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054904.g006
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essential parameters admin rate b, tax rate a and the size of the

population N as shown in the lower part of Figure 2. Regarding

their impact on the dynamical behavior, we see that for a higher

admin rate (b~0:6) growth might turn to decline. A lower tax rate

(a~0:01), can also imply destruction of income and human capital

for all three taxation schemes. In this case the portfolio re-

balancing effect of redistribution is not used well and this is not

compensated by the savings from the lower loss of redistribution

(1{ab~0:998). Finally, in a larger society with N~100 all

schemes achieve larger growth factors.

Progressive taxation may contribute to disincentives for the

decision to invest income into the production of human capital.

Especially in our extremal case income above a maximal income is

taxed by 100%. To that end, let us assume that every agent can

decide what fraction of its income to invest while the remaining

income’s value remains as is. Taxation and redistribution remains

obligatory. If the agent is to maximize the value of its income after

human capital production, production and redistribution, the

rational decision would be to invest all, as long as the expected

value of human capital is larger than the invested capital. This

holds also for progressive taxation, as any increase of expected

value before redistribution increases the expected value of the

public good and thus the own expected value after redistribution.

In our model, progressive taxation does not remove the rationality

of the choice of investing all into production of human capital, but

makes difference to not investing in human capital smaller. We do

not touch the issue of free riding (which would be to avoid paying

taxes) in the above argument. When free riding was possible, not

paying taxes but receiving a share from the public good, is of

course rational under every taxation scheme.

Simulation Setup, Independent and Dependent Variables
For each of the three taxation schemes we aim to get an

overview about the dependence of the average growth factor on

the tax rate and the rate of administrative costs. Further on, we

want to control for the effect of society’s size and lognormal

distributions which are more or less risky (in the sense of higher or

lower right-skewness).

Consequently, we set up a systematic computer simulation to

estimate the average growth factors g. Table 1 shows the list of

Figure 7. Zones of growth for different population sizes. Same lines as in Figure 6, but such that different population sizes are in one plot and
taxation schemes in columns.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054904.g007
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independent variables, their ranges in the simulation setup. Growth

factors are estimated on the basis of stochastic trajectories of total

income Y (t) for 500 time steps by regressing log (g) in

log Y (t)~ log Nzt: log (g). The intercept in the regression is

naturally fixed at log N. From 100 estimated growth rates of such

stochastic trajectories we compute the average growth factor as the

geometric mean. The geometric mean is used because it better fits

the central tendency of the distribution, as a growth rate is naturally a

parameter larger than zero an thus typically log-normally distrib-

uted. Changing to the arithmetic mean would shift the results a bit,

as the arithmetic mean is always larger than the geometric mean.

To get on overview about the parameter space we cover the

(b,a)-plane by a fine grid while the number of different sizes of the

society and different distributions was kept low to make

computations finish within less than two weeks on a laptop (cf.

Table 1). matlab-code which produces the simulation data and

figures is provided as Supporting Information S1.

As our focus is on maximizing growth factors, optimal tax rates,

and government income let us define further variables which

depend on the average growth factor as a function of a and b,

g(b,a): For a fixed admin rate b we define the maximal growth factor

gmax(b)~ maxa g(b,a) and the optimal tax rate

aopt(b)~argmaxag(b,a). (Note, that argmax is not necessarily

unique, but empirical results support the conjecture that there is

only one local maximum, and consequently aopt(b) is unique.) The

rate of government income at the current total income is

gov(b,a)~baY (tz1)=Y (t)~bag(b,a). The rate of government

income under optimal tax rate as a function of b is defined by

govopttax(b)~baopt(b)gmax(b).

Results

Description of Figures
Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 are the core Figures to understand the message

of our paper. Figures 1 and 2 explain and demonstrate our

economic model and Figures 3 and 4 show main results.

We visualize our simulation results exemplarily for N~10 and

the distribution of intermediate risk (SgT,SgTgeo)~(1:5,0:667) in

Figure 3. We show in Figure 3A the average growth factor g(b,a)
color-coded in the (b,a) parameter plane for each of the three tax

schemes. In each plot, the solid line divides the ‘‘zone of

sustainable growth of income’’ (yellow to red) from the ‘‘zone of

income destruction’’ (yellow to blue). The dashed line shows the

optimal growth maximizing tax rate aopt(b) for a given admin rate.

In Figure 3B, we show the critical lines dividing the zones of

growth and destruction and the optimal tax rates in one plot to

compare the three taxation schemes. (In all plots the black dotted

line shows the maximally possible size of the zone of growth,

where (1{ba)SgT~1. Above this line it is trivial that income can

not grow.

Figure 4A shows the maximal growth factor gmax(b), 4A the

optimal tax rate aopt(b), and 4C the rate of government income at

optimal tax rate govopttax(b). All are functions of the admin rate b

and they are shown for all three taxation schemes in our standard

color-code.

Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 are extensions of Figures 3 and 4 by showing

also the data for N~100, a less risky, and a more risky distribution

of g. Figures 5, 6, and 8, are the pure extensions of Figures 3A, 3B,

and 4, while Figure 7 is a regrouping of lines to different subplots

focusing on comparison of N~10 and N~100.

On Growth and Destruction of Income and Human
Capital

Figure 3 and related Figures 5, 6, and 7 summarize what

combination of tax rates and admin rate allow for society’s income

and human capital to grow sustainable. It is interesting to focus on

situations where either the tax rate a or the admin rate b is fixed:

Constant tax rate. a. Raising the admin rate b always lowers

the growth factor g(a,b) and turns the growth regime at some

point into the destruction regime.

Constant admin rate. b. The average growth factor g(a,b) is

not monotonic in a. For very high and very low tax rates, the

Figure 8. More agents, less and more risky human capital and its impact on optimal tax rate, maximal growth rate and maximal
income of government. Simulation results analog to Figure 4 with less and more risky human capital production functions and more agents.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054904.g008
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growth factor is the lowest and can lead to income destruction,

while only intermediate tax rates prevent this. High tax rates tend

to lower the growth factor because a larger fraction of the total

income is reduced by the admin rate (see the definition of the

public good in Eq. (11)). On the other hand, very low tax rates

lower the growth factor because the portfolio re-balancing effect is

not used optimal, thus part of the human capital ‘‘gambles it self

away’’.

This characterization is ubiquitous for all taxation schemes,

both population sizes and the riskier and less risky distribution of g.

It holds ubiquitous that the zone of sustainable growth of

regressive taxation is contained in the zone of growth of

proportional taxation, which is further contained in the zone of

growth of progressive taxation, when N and the distribution of g
are kept constant. When the taxation scheme and the distribution

of g is kept constant the zone of growth of the smaller society

(N~10) is always contained in the zone of growth of the larger

society (N~100).

These findings suggest that the portfolio re-balancing effect is

used more effectively, when the society is large and when

proportionally more is taken from the rich (progressive tax), than

from the poor (regressive tax). Simple inclusions of zones of growth

do not hold for comparisons of low risk, intermediate and risky

distribution of g. We refrained from comparing them in detail,

because our balancing condition SgT:SgTgeo~1 is somehow

arbitrary.

In the following we answer five questions about optimal choices

of tax and admin rates for different perspectives.

On Growth Maximizing Tax Rates and Taxation Schemes

(a) What is the optimal tax rate aopt(b) and how does it differ between the

three taxation schemes? The optimal tax rate is 100% under

admin rate b~0 for any tax system but it declines fast with

rising admin rate as can be seen in Figure 4A. Within the

range 0vbv0:35 the progressive tax scheme reaches the

lowest optimal tax rate, regressive taxation the highest. For a

realistic admin rate of about 20% the optimal tax rate in the

progressive tax scheme and the proportional tax scheme is

less than 30%, but it is larger than 50% under the regressive

tax scheme. The ranking is inverted for large admin rates.

From Figure 8 it can be seen that these rankings and the

switch of the ranking also holds for larger societies being

more drastic for low admin rates and less drastic for high

admin rates. For riskier societies the optimal tax rates are

larger in general.

(b) Which taxation scheme reaches the largest average growth factor for a

given admin rate and optimal choice of the tax rate? As can be seen in

the central panel of Fig. 4B the progressive tax scheme

achieves the highest maximal growth factors for all admin

rates. The proportional tax scheme is always second and the

regressive tax scheme ranks last. Hence, the largest growth

factor is reached with the progressive tax scheme that takes

more than proportionally from the rich.

On Income Maximizing Governments
Let us assume, that governments are forced to choose tax rates

close to the optimal tax rate. A government might be forced to do

so in an informed and democratic society, when the impact on the

tax rate on average growth is known and when voters wish that

growth rates of total income or human capital are as large as

possible. Under this assumption the rate of government income

under optimal tax rate govopttax is of interest, because we can ask

what admin rate a government might choose to maximize its

income. The rate of administrative costs is usually also under the

control of the government, but we assume that a government is not

forced to optimize it for growth. Optimal would of course be to

have no administrative cost. One reason is that it might be easier

for a government to argue, that the administrative cost cannot be

lowered, because of fixed contracts. Another argument is that an

alternative party which could overtake government has possibly

the same interest of increasing its income and consequently

democratic competition does not work as easy. Based on these two

assumption and simulation results we can answer three further

questions:

(a) Which admin rate b would a self interested government choose?

Figure 4C shows that the rate of government income under

optimal tax rates is not monotonic in b. In particular, for

higher values of b the growth of total income becomes

smaller, hence even a government maximizing its income

has no incentives to raise the admin rate to the largest

possible. This is because large admin rates reduce growth.

The admin rate where the government income is maximal is

marked by ‘‘*’’ in all three panels. It varies with the taxation

scheme: lowest admin rates for regressive tax, highest admin

rates for progressive tax. This ranking only changes for the

riskier distribution of g (see Figure 8), with proportional tax

having lowest admin rates.

(b) Which taxation scheme would a self interested government choose?

Looking at absolute values of govopttax(b) a self interested

government would choose the regressive tax because it gives

the maximum income of all schemes, even at moderate

admin rates. Thus, the largest government income is reached

with a scheme that takes more than proportional from the

poor. This is caused mainly due to the fact that the optimal

tax rate is much larger under the regressive tax scheme.

Consequently, the share raised by the admin rate is also

larger as under other schemes. Thus, this result crucially

depends on the assumption that a government is forced to

implement the optimal tax rate, while the taxation scheme is

given.

(c) Which taxation scheme delivers the largest average growth factors under

a self interested government? Looking at the ‘‘*’’-symbols in

Figure 4B which come from optimal admin rates with

respect to govopttax(b) in Figure 4C, we find that

proportional tax delivers the highest average growth factors.

This holds although regressive taxation can deliver the

highest income for the governemt as seen in (d). The reason

is that the regressive tax has much lower growth rates than

the other schemes in general. It also holds although

progressive taxation always delivers higher growth rates

than the other regimes as seen in (b). The reason here is that

the progressive tax attracts the government to raise the

admin rate to optimize its income.

Discussion

In our view, redistribution enhances the dynamic potential for

human capital production of an economy. The enhancement can

be explained by the effectiveness of the portfolio effect. The

enhancement seems is possible for proportional, regressive and

progressive taxation schemes.

The answers to questions (b), (d), and (e) deliver three different

choices of one of the three taxation schemes. (b) suggest that the

progressive taxation scheme should be chosen because it is always
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superior when a rate of administrative cost is fixed. Consequently,

taking proportionally more from the rich is socially optimal when

we can assume that the rate of administrative costs is an externally

fixed parameter. (d) instead suggests, that a selfish government

would decide for the progressive taxation scheme because under

this scheme growth optimizing tax rates are much higher which

leads to higher government income. Finally (d) shows that from

the three taxation schemes proportional taxation achieves the

highest average growth factor under an income maximizing

government which can freely adjust the rate of administrative cost.

The regressive scheme turns out to be too inefficient in turning on

the portfolio re-balancing effect to enhance growth, while

progressive taxation turns out to give incentives to raise the admin

rate to such an extend that the loss due to this outweighs its

efficiency in using the portfolio re-balancing effect.

By focusing on the portfolio re-balancing effect we proposed a

new approach to think about the link between inequality,

redistributive taxation and growth. With our simulation, we have

shown that taxation and redistribution can be a crucial ingredient

to ensure the survival and development of a society relying on risky

multiplicative stochastic growth of human capital. Our approach

gives another explanation of why redistribution can be beneficial

for growth. Together with the other approaches mentioned in the

introduction, we show that the interplay between inequality,

redistribution and growth depends on preferences (fairness and

insurance considerations), socio-political unrest (social stability),

incentives and disincentives (effort), the calculus of the median

voter (voting-system) and on the portfolio re-balancing effect.

When paying taxes was voluntary, payment could be seen as an

act of cooperation, which seems irrational but ensures the

sustainable growth of human capital. As in the related public

goods game, this society would be vulnerable to free riders. In the

public goods game the free rider problem is often solved by social

norms or governmental forces to pay taxes.

At difference to the classical public goods game, where the

public good is multiplied by an efficiency factor larger than one,

our model does not have such an amplification. On the contrary,

from the collected public good a fraction is subtracted for

administrative costs, which is equivalent to an efficiency factor

less than one. Consequently, the emergence of cooperation, i.e. the

sharing of income in order to sustain a long term growth, is even

more subtle in our redistribution model, because even a normative

call ‘‘Pay your part and it will be immediately increased by an

efficiency factor!’’ does not work as easily.

If we assume that different societies compete, evolution would

promote those societies with higher overall growth factors of their

total income. Thus, there should be an evolutionary adaptation

towards the optimal tax systems without assuming other forces.

Such an idea is closely related to group selection as a mechanism

to promote the evolution of cooperative behavior [32]. Perhaps,

the portfolio re-balancing effect is also a reason for the

evolutionary success of religions which propose something like

the tithe. Tithing 10% of income to charity in a religious society

ensures better growth of society’s human capital which might be

an evolutionary advantage against other societies because of the

portfolio re-balancing effect. The re-balancing effect might also be

of relevance in other areas, such as biodiversity [33] or knowledge

sharing, to enhance innovativeness in social and economic systems.

Can we draw conclusions for large societies of some millions as

in real world societies? We speculate that sizes larger than

N~1000 imply even lower optimal tax rates because the portfolio

re-balancing effect works even with very low tax rates and thus

admin costs can be saved by low tax rates. But on the other hand

we speculate that riskiness of individual stochastic growth also rises

in larger societies which consequently implies higher optimal tax

rates (see Figure 8). It is much less likely to gain the best fitting

human capital in a large society because there are more

competitors. On the other hand, having gained the right human

capital might lead to large benefits because there are many

customers which could benefit from it. In conclusion, we speculate

that our results are probably still valid for societies of real world

sizes.
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